KANSAS CITY IMPROV FESTIVAL 19

39 ACTS 14 WORKSHOPS 12 SHOWS 2 WEEKENDS 19 YEARS

AUGUST 15-25
4010 PENNSYLVANIA AVE, KCMO 64111
WWW.KCIMPROVFEST.COM
MADE UP. MADE HERE.

FEATURING
OFF BOOK LISS N’ SAMS
THE IMPROVISED MUSICAL

CHRIS GEORGE | SHAUN LANDRY | ADAL RIFAI | STACEY SMITH

10:02 | B! | BABIES | BLEACH | BOOKENDS | THE COLIN COLLECTIVE | CRUSTY MUSTARD |
FURIOUS WATER | GAME DAY | HAM KITTY | HOMEMADE BISCUITS | KAZOWZ |
KENTUCKY BILL | LIL’ RAZZY NAP | MENTALLY (CH) ILL | MOJITO |
OH SCHITZ, HOLT MY BEER! | ONE TAKE | RADIOOCTAVE | SNOOZE BUTTON | SOLITAIRE |
TANDY | THAT’S NO MOVIE | THE GROWNUPS | THE KC IMPROV COMPANY | THE MESS |
THREE CUTE QUEERS | TUCKER’S BUCKET | TURNING POINT | U PEOPLE

PRESENTED BY